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Abstract

This paper shows an efficient voice activity detector (VAD)
that is based on the estimation of the long-term spectral diver-
gence (LTSD) between noise and speech periods. The proposed
method decomposes the input signal into overlapped speech
frames, uses a sliding window to compute the long-term spec-
tral envelope and measures the speech/non-speech LTSD, thus
yielding a high discriminating decision rule and minimizing the
average number of decision errors. In order to increase non-
speech detection accuracy, the decision threshold is adapted to
the measured noise energy while a controlled hang-over is ac-
tivated only when the observed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
low. An exhaustive analysis of the proposed VAD is carried
out using the AURORA TIdigits and SpeechDat-Car (SDC)
databases. The proposed VAD is compared to the most com-
monly used ones in the field in terms of speech/non-speech
detection and recognition performance. Experimental results
demonstrate a sustained advantage over G.729, AMR and AFE
VADs.

1. Introduction
The emerging applications of speech technologies (espe-

cially in mobile communications, robust speech recognition or
digital hearing aids devices) often require a noise reduction
scheme working in combination with a precise voice activity
detector (VAD) [1]. There exist well known noise suppression
algorithms [2], [3] such as Wiener filtering or spectral subtrac-
tion, that are widely used for robust speech recognition, and
for which, the VAD is critical in attaining a high level of per-
formance. These techniques estimate the noise spectrum during
non-speech periods in order to compensate its harmful effect on
the speech signal. For non-stationary noise environments, the
VAD is even more critical since it is needed to update the con-
stantly varying noise statistics. Thus, a correct classification of
the incoming noisy speech signal is essential to track an accu-
rate noise estimation and an efficient application of the noise
suppression procedure. There exist also algorithms [4] that con-
tinually update the noise spectrum in order to prevent a misclas-
sification of the speech signal causes a degradation of the en-
hanced signal. These techniques are faster in updating the noise
but usually capture signal energy during speech periods, thus
degrading the quality of the compensated speech signal. In this
way, it is clearly better using an efficient VAD for most of the
noise suppression systems and applications.

During the last decade different VAD methods have been
proposed for several applications including mobile communica-
tion services [5], real-time speech transmission on the Internet
[6] and noise reduction for digital hearing aids [7]. The detec-
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rinciples are based fundamentally on the signal subband
y [8], its spectrum [9], [10], zero crossing rates (ZCR)
cepstral coefficients [12], Fuzzy rules [13], etc. This paper
nts an efficient VAD with a high discriminating decision
at is based on the estimation of the long-term spectral en-

e. The VAD is compared to the most representative stan-
for voice activity detection such as the ITU G.729 [11]
TSI AMR [14] and AFE [15]. Results were obtained for
URORA databases and tasks [16], [17].

2. LTSE VAD Algorithm
he proposed speech/pause detection algorithm assumes
e most significant information for detecting voice activi-
a noisy speech signal remains on the time-varying signal
um magnitude. Thus, the proposed VAD is based on the
ation of the Long-Term Spectral Envelope (LTSE). The
on rule is then formulated in terms of the Long-Term
ral Divergence (LTSD) between speech and noise periods.
he algorithm can be described as follows. During a short
ization period, the mean noise spectrum N(k) (k= 0, 1,
FT-1) is estimated by averaging the noise spectrum mag-
. After the initialization period, the LTSE VAD algo-
decomposes the input utterance into overlapped frames
their spectrum, namely X(k, n), processed by means of a
1)-frame window. The LTSD is obtained by computing

SE as:

LTSE(k) = max {X(k, n + l)}l=+N

l=−N
(1)

n is the frame for which the VAD decision is made and
1, ..., NFFT-1, is the spectral band. The VAD decision rule
ed on the LTSD that is calculated as the deviation of the
respect to the noise spectrum defined to be:

SD = 10 log10

(
1

NFFT

NFFT−1∑
k=0

LTSE2(k)

N2(k)

)
(2)

ote that in order to reduce the computational overhead,
SD can be efficiently computed by taking advantage of

riodic nature of the LTSE and the noise.
he LTSD defined by equation (2) is a biased magnitude
eeds to be compensated by a given offset. This value de-
on the noise spectral variance and can be estimated during
itialization period or assumed to take a fixed value. The
makes the speech/non-speech decision comparing the un-

LTSD to an adaptive threshold γ. The detection thresh-
fixed during the VAD initialization according to the ob-
noise energy E. Optimal thresholds γ0 and γ1 for clean
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Figure 1: VAD output for an utterance of the Spanish
SpeechDat-Car database (recording conditions: high speed,
good road, distant microphone).

and high noise conditions, respectively, are defined and a linear
VAD calibration curve is used. Thus, the optimum threshold γ

is calculated as a function of the noise energy by:

γ =




γ0 E ≤ E0
γ0−γ1

E0−E1
E + γ0 −

γ0−γ1

1−
E1

E0

E0 < E < E1

γ1 E ≥ E1

(3)

where E0 and E1 are the average noise energy for clean and
high noise conditions, respectively. A high speech/non-speech
discrimination is ensured with this model since speech pause
detection is improved at high and medium SNR levels while
maintaining a high precision detecting speech periods under
high noise conditions.

The VAD is defined to be adaptive to time-varying noise en-
vironments with the following algorithm for updating the noise
spectrum during non-speech periods being used:

N(k) = αN(k) + (1 − α)NK(k) (4)

where NK is the average spectrum magnitude over a K-frame
neighbourhood:

NK(k) =
1

2K + 1

K∑
l=−K

X(k, n − l) (5)

and k= 0, 1, ..., NFFT/2.
Finally, a hangover was found to be beneficial to maintain a

high accuracy detecting speech periods at low SNR levels. If the
LTSD achieves a given threshold LTSD0, the hangover mech-
anism is turned off to increase speech pause detection when
the noise level is low. Thus, the LTSE VAD yields an excel-
lent classification of speech and pause periods. An example of
the operation of the LTSE VAD on an utterance of the Spanish
SpeechDat-Car database is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Experimental Framework
Several experiments were conducted using the AURORA

databases and tasks [16]. This section evaluates the speech/non-
speech discrimination as a function of the SNR level, provides
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e 2: (a) Non-speech hit-rate (HR0). (b) Speech hit rate
).

curves for speech databases recorded under real conditions
ompares speech recognition performance.

Speech/non-Speech Discrimination Analysis

irst, the proposed VAD was evaluated in terms of the abili-
iscriminate between speech and pause periods. The clean

its database was used to label each utterance as speech or
frames for reference. VAD performance as a function of

NR was assessed in terms of the pause and speech hit-
(i.e., the fraction of all actual pause or speech frames that
rrectly detected as pause or speech frames, respectively).
compares the proposed LTSE VAD to G.729, AMR and
ADs in terms of speech pause hit-rate (HR0, Fig. 2.a) and

h hit-rate (HR1, Fig. 2.b), both averaged for the entire set
ses, for clean conditions and for SNR levels ranging from
-5 dB. The parameters used for the LTSE VAD were: N=
= 6, E0= 30, γ1= 2.5, E1= 50, offset= 5, α= 0.95, K= 3,

D0= 25, HO= 8 (hang-over length). Table 1 compares the
in terms of the average hit-rates. Thus, LTSE obtains the
ehavior in detecting speech pauses with a 47.28 % HR0

1: Average speech/non-speech hit rates for SNR levels
ng from “clean” conditions to -5dB.

G.729 AMR1 AMR2 AFE LTSE
0( %) 31.77 31.31 42.77 28.74 47.28
1( %) 93.00 98.18 93.76 97.70 98.15
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Figure 3: (a) Stopped Car, Motor Running. (b) Town Traffic,
Low Speed Rough Road. (c) High Speed, Good Road.

average value, while the G.729, AMR1, AMR2 and AFE VADs
yield 31.77 %, 31.31 %, 42.77 % and 28.74 %, respectively. On
the other hand, the LTSE VAD is the most precise VAD in de-
tecting speech periods exhibiting the slowest decay in perfor-
mance at unfavorable noise conditions as shown in Fig. 2.b.
Thus, LTSE attains a 98.15 % HR1 average value in speech de-
tection while G.729, AMR1 and AMR2 VADs provide 93.00 %,
98.18 %, 93.76 % and 97.70 %, respectively. Although AMR1
seems to be well suited for speech detection at low SNRs, its
extremely conservative behavior degrades its non-speech detec-
tion accuracy being HR0 less than 10 % below 10 dB, making it
less useful in a practical speech processing system. Thus, con-
sidering together speech and pause hit-rates, the proposed VAD
yielded the best results when compared to the most representa-
tive VADs tested.
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n additional test was conducted to compare speech detec-
erformance by means of the VAD ROC (Receiver Oper-
Characteristic) curve [18], a frequently used methodology
on the probabilities for false alarm and miss [8], that com-

y describes the VAD error rate. The Spanish SpeechDat-
DC) database [19] was used in the analysis. This database

ins 4914 recordings (files) from more than 160 speakers.
dings from the close-talking microphone and from one
distant microphones are included. As in the whole SDC

ase, the files are categorized into three noisy conditions
, low noisy and highly noisy) depending on the driving
tions. Thus, recordings from the close-talking microphone
ed in the analysis to label speech/pause frames for refer-
while recordings from the distant microphone are used to
ate the different VADs in terms of the ROC curves.
he speech pause hit rate (HR0) as a function of the false
rate (FAR0= 100-HR1) for 0 < γ ≤ 10 is shown in Fig.
quiet, low and high noise conditions. The working point
adaptive LTSE, G.729, AMR and the recently approved

VAD [15] are also included. It can be derived from these
that the LTSE VAD yields the lowest false alarm rate for a
speech pause hit rate and also, the highest speech pause hit
r a given false alarm rate. It is clearly shown that the abil-
the adaptive LTSE VAD to tune the detection threshold

es working on the optimal point of the ROC curve for dif-
noisy conditions. Thus, the adaptive LTSE VAD provides

ained improvement in both speech pause hit rate and false
rate over G.729 and AMR VAD being the gains especial-

portant over the G.729 VAD. LTSE VAD yields average
ute improvements in the speech pause hit rate of 17.54 %,
%, 20.76 % and 31.50 % over G.729, AMR1, AMR2 and
respectively, while the average reduction in the false alarm
s 27.78 %, -0.55 %, 0.76 % and -2.75 %. Thus, the pro-

VAD yields the best speech pause detection accuracy,
tant reduction of the false alarm rate when compared to
, and comparable speech detection accuracy when com-
to AMR VADs. Note that the 0.55 % increase in the false
rate over AMR1 is only motivated by the extremely con-
ive behavior of this VAD that only detects the 30.97 % of
al speech pauses while LTSE detects 74.34 % of the si-
frames. It must be noted that the AFE VAD is only used
standard [15] for frame-dropping and it has been planned

conservative exhibiting poor speech pause detection accu-
thus working on a low false alarm rate point of the ROC
shown in Fig. 3.

Recognition Performance Analysis

dditionally, these improvements were corroborated when
AD was integrated in a speech recognition system. The
nce framework is the ETSI AURORA project for dis-
ed speech recognition (DSR) [16], [17] and throughput
essed in terms of the word accuracy (WAcc.). Table 2

the results obtained for two types of experiments con-
d on the AURORA 2 (A2) and 3 (A3) databases: the ef-
f the VAD when (i) it is only used for Wiener filtering
, and (ii) it is applied for both, WF and removing non-
h periods (WF+frame-dropping(FD)). The best recogni-
erformance is obtained when the proposed LTSE VAD is
sed for FD. Thus, in clean training (CT) the relative im-
ments in the WAcc were 58.71 %, 49.36 % and 17.66 %
G.729, AMR1 and AMR2 VADs, respectively, while in
condition training (MCT) the advantages were of up to



Table 2: Recognition performance results.

Train/test
WAcc.( %)

LTSE G.729 AMR1 AMR2

WF

A2
MCT 88.70 75.24 83.64 88.40
CT 79.25 57.13 66.30 78.33

A3
HM 68.62 67.31 64.94 65.44
MM 81.70 77.66 76.34 76.58
WM 93.18 92.21 92.58 92.71

WF+FD

A2
MCT 89.44 83.55 83.56 87.29
CT 82.28 57.08 65.01 78.48

A3
HM 83.69 63.35 76.47 79.53
MM 86.16 67.66 81.29 82.37
WM 95.10 88.81 94.93 94.91

35.81 %, 35.77 % and 16.92 %. Similar improvements were ob-
tained for the experiments conducted on the Spanish, German
and Finnish SDC databases for the three training/test modes de-
fined (HM: high-mismatch, MM: medium-mismatch and WM:
well matched). Again, the LTSE VAD provided the best re-
sults with 52.73 %, 44.27 % and 7.74 % average improvements
for the different training/test modes and databases over G.729,
AMR1 and AMR2, respectively, when the VAD is used for both
WF and FD.

4. Conclusions
This paper showed an innovative LTSE-based VAD and an-

alyzed its integration in a speech recognition system. The algo-
rithm proposed is intended to mitigate the performance degrada-
tion suffered by most of the speech processing systems working
under noise conditions. A complete analysis and comparison
to existing standard VADs was carried out using the AURORA
TIdigits and SDC databases. The proposed VAD yielded high
levels of performance for different noises and SNR conditions,
showed a clear advantage to the G.729, AMR1 and AMR2 VAD
algorithms and it was preferred in applications where the speech
signal is affected by undesired noise sources.
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